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In this paper we discuss on the necessity of applying data mining operators on in-

formation systems containing a set of variables which describe the characteristics and 
behaviors of a specific system and could be exploited in approximating system’s func-
tionality. For the problem of function approximation, we developed a new approach 
combining two intelligent methods. At first we used an algorithm based on the notions of 
rough set theory as a preprocessor to our information system. Afterward an artificial 
neural network is employed as a function approximator to obtain values for decision at-
tributes of information system while values of condition ones are passed to the network. 
This method has been applied to a real problem of approximating values for two hydrau-
lic-geotechnical control variables of rubble mound breakwaters, and the results have 
been discussed.   
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

The amount of data stored in databases continues to grow fast. Intuitively, this large 
amount of stored data contains valuable hidden knowledge, which could be used to im-
prove the performance of decision-making process [1]. There is a suspicion that there 
might be nuggets of useful information hiding in the masses of unanalyzed or un-
der-analyzed data, and therefore semi-automatic methods for locating interesting infor-
mation from data would be useful [2]. This fact leads to feel the necessity of intelligent 
data analysis, a field called Knowledge Discovery which is always compounded with the 
term of Data Mining [3]. Knowledge Discovery (KD) aims to extract high-level knowl-
edge or create a high-level description from real-world data sets [2]. Data mining is the 
core of Knowledge Discovery. The process of knowledge discovery employs several 
preprocessing methods, to facilitate data mining algorithms, and also post-processing 
methods to refine and improve the discovered knowledge [4]. Data mining is a particular 
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step in this process involving the application of specific algorithms for extracting pat-
terns (models) from data. Additional steps in the KD process are such as data preparation, 
data selection, data cleaning, incorporation of appropriate prior knowledge and proper 
interpretation of the results of mining, ensure that useful knowledge is derived from the 
data [5].  

Soft computing methodologies, involving fuzzy sets, neural networks, genetic algo-
rithms and rough sets are most widely applied in the data mining phase of the overall KD 
process. Fuzzy sets provide a natural framework for the process to deal with uncertainty 
[6]. Neural networks [7] and rough sets [8] are widely used for classification and rule 
generation. Genetic algorithms are involved in various optimization and search processes, 
like query optimization [9] and template selection [10]. Other approaches like Case 
Based Reasoning [11] and Decision Trees [12] are also widely used to solve data mining 
problems. The power of data mining including its problem solving capabilities, perform-
ance and utilization depends on developing generic and also problem specific algorithms 
employing methods from different fields of science. 

In some cases, an information system may contain some relations between attributes 
which disturb the process of extracting rules for approximating values of decision attrib-
utes. In these cases, discovering such relations and omitting them from the information 
system will help the process of decision making.  

In the following part of this paper, section 2, we present a brief description for basic 
concepts including data mining, rough sets theory and artificial neural networks. Section 
3 describes the situation which subjected problem occurs and discusses on the reasons 
cause these problems. Also some experimental witnesses show that in the case of occur-
rence of such problems we can not train a neural network to work as a function approxi-
mator. The next part, section 4, is dedicated to a data mining algorithm based on the no-
tions of rough sets theory to perform a preprocessing task on database. And finally in 
section 5 we have presented and discussed on some architectures for the neural network 
used to approximate the functionality of information system with reduced set of condi-
tion attributes. 

2. BASIC CONCEPTS 

2.1 Data Mining 
 

Knowledge discovery is defined as the process of identifying valid, novel, poten-
tially useful and ultimately understandable patterns in data [13]. Data is a set of facts F, 
and a pattern is an expression E in a language L describing the facts in a subset FE of F 
[14]. A parameter measures the validity of discovered patterns, which is a function C 
mapping expressions in L to a partially or totally ordered measure space MC and called as 
certainty measure. For an expression E in L about a subset FE ⊂ F can be assigned a cer-
tainty measure c = C(E, F). Novelty of patterns can be measured by a function N(E, F) 
with respect to changes in data or knowledge. Patterns should potentially lead to some 
useful actions, which this term is measured by a utilization function u = U(E, F) mapping 
expressions E in L to a partially or totally ordered measure space MU. As the goal of 
knowledge discovery is to make patterns understandable to humans, this feature is meas-
ured by a function s = S(E, F) mapping expressions in L to a partially or totally ordered 
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measure space MS [15]. Interestingness of a pattern is a combination of validity, novelty, 
usefulness, and understandability, and can be expressed as i = I(E, F, C, N, U, S) which 
maps expressions in L to a measure space MI [14]. A pattern E ∈ L is called knowledge if 
for some user-specified threshold i ∈ MI where I(E, F, C, N, U, S) > i, one can select 
some other thresholds like c ∈ MC, s ∈ Ms, and u ∈ MU, and call a pattern E knowledge, 
if and only if C(E, F) > c and S(E, F) > s, and U(E, F) > u.  

In simple words, knowledge discovery refers to the overall process of turning low- 
level data into high-level knowledge. As mentioned before, an important step in this 
process is data mining. Data mining is an interdisciplinary field with a general goal of 
predicting outcomes and uncovering relationships in data [2]. Data mining involves fit-
ting models to or determining patterns from observed data. The fitted models play the 
role of inferred knowledge. Deciding whether the model reflects useful knowledge or not, 
is a part of the overall knowledge discovery process for which subjective human judg-
ment is usually required. 

The more common model functions in current data mining tasks could be specified 
as Classification [16], Regression [17], Clustering [18], Rule Generation [19], Discover-
ing Association Rules [20], Summarization [21], Dependency Modeling [22] and Se-
quence Analysis [23]. 

 
2.2 Rough Sets Theory 
 

Rough Sets Theory (RST) was introduced by Pawlak in 1982 [24]. It has attracted 
the attention of many researchers and practitioners all over the world, who contributed to 
its development and application during the last decade [25-28]. This theory describes 
dependencies between attributes, to evaluate significance of attributes, and to deal with 
inconsistent data.  

The Rough Sets philosophy is founded on the assumption that with every objects of 
the universe of discourse we associate some information (i.e. data knowledge). Objects 
characterized by the same information are indiscernible in view of the available informa-
tion about them. The indiscernibility relation generated in this way is the mathematical 
basis for the Rough Sets Theory [25].  

By an information system S, S = {U, Q, V, f}, where U = {x1, x2, …, xn} is a finite 
set of objects and Q = {q1, q2, …, qm} is a finite set of attributes which this set is further 
classified into two disjoint subsets: condition attributes C and decision attributes D where 
Q = C ∪ D. We define Vp as the domain of values for attribute p where: 

{ | }pV V p Q= ∪ ∈                                                   (1) 

and f: U × Q → V is a total function such that f(xi, q) ∈ Vq for every q ∈ Q and xi ∈ U.  
Let E ⊆ Q and x, y ∈ U. We say that x, y are indiscernible by the set of attributes E 

in S, if f(x, q) = f(y, q) for every q ∈ E. Thus every E ⊆ Q generates a binary relation de-
noted by IE. Obviously, IE is an equivalence relation for any E. Equivalence classes of the 
relation IE are called E-elementary sets in S and IE(x) denotes the E-elementary set con-
taining the object x ∈ U, hence [26]: 

IE(x) = {y ∈ U | ∀q ∈ E, f(x, q) = f(y, q)}.    (2) 
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Now let E ⊆ Q and Y ⊆ U. The E-Lower approximation of Y, denoted by EY, and 
the E-Upper approximation of Y, denoted by YE  are defined respectively as: 

• { | ( ) },EEY x U I x Y= ∪ ∈ ∩ ≠ Φ  
• { | ( ) },EEY x U I x Y= ∪ ∈ ⊆  

and the E-boundary of set Y is defined as ( ) .BND Y EY EY= −  
Set EY is the set of all elements of U, which can be certainly classified as elemen-

tary of Y, employing the set of attribute E. Set YE  is the set of elements of U, which can 
be possibly classified as elements of Y using the set of attribute E. The set BND(Y) is the 
set of elements, which cannot be certainly classified as elements of Y, using the set of 
attribute E. Rough approximations have been shown in Fig. 1. 

 

x1 x2 x4 

x3 x5 

x6 

Upper Approximation of Y 

Lower Approximation of Y 

Actual Set of Y

 
Fig. 1. Representation of lower and upper approximations. 

Table 1. An information system. 
Q 

C D U 
c1 c2 c3 c4 d 

x1 A Yes 10 − 5 Low 
x2 B Yes 10 − 5 High
x3 A Yes 10 7 High
x4 A Yes 50 7 High
x5 B No 10 − 5 High
x6 A No 10 − 5 Low 

 
Consider the example of an information table which has been shown in Table 1. In 

this knowledge system, we have: 
 

• The set of objects U = {x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6}, 
• The set of condition attributes C = {c1, c2, c3, c4}, 
• The set of decision attributes D = {d}, 
• Particular sets of attribute values given as: Vc1 = {A, B}, Vc2 = {Yes, No}, Vc3 = {10, 

50}, Vc4 = {− 5, 7} and Vd = {Low, High}. 
• The set of attribute values is given as: = {Vc1, Vc2, Vc3, Vc4, Vd}. 

 
Let Y = {x ∈ U | d(x) = High} = {x2, x3, x4, x5} and E = {c2, c3}, then: 
 

• 1 2 3 4 5 6{{ , , }, { }, { , }},EI x x x x x x=  
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• 1 1 2 3( ) { , , },EI x x x x=  
• 5 5 6( ) { , },EI x x x=   
• 1 2 3 4 5 6{ , , , , , },EY x x x x x x=  
• 4{ },EY x=  
• 1 2 3 5 6( ) { , , , , }.BND Y x x x x x=  
 
2.3 Artificial Neural Networks 

 
Artificial Neural Network (ANN) is a loosely modeled system based on the human 

brain, which mimics biological information processing mechanisms. It is an inherently 
multiprocessor-friendly architecture which has ability to account for any functional de-
pendency. The network discovers (learns or models) the nature of the dependency with-
out needing to be prompted. A neural network typically consists of many simple proc-
essing units, also called as electronic processing elements, which are wired together in a 
complex communication network, without any processing unit following a logical se-
quence of rules. Behavior of a trained ANN depends on the weights, which are also re-
ferred to as strengths of the connections between the processing elements [29]. 

Common applications of neural networks can be grouped in the categories such: 
Clustering [30], Classification [31], Pattern Recognition [32], Function Approximation 
[33], Prediction [34] and Dynamical Systems [35]. 

A neural network may be composed of several layers of identical processing ele-
ments. The layers of a multilayer network play different roles. A layer includes a combi-
nation of the weights, the multiplication and summing operations, the bias b, and the 
transfer function f. If a particular layer contains R units, the outputs of that layer can be 
thought of as an R-dimensional vector, p = [p1, p2, …, pR]T, where the T superscript 
means transpose. If the R-dimensional output vector P provides the input values to each 
unit in an S-dimensional layer, each unit in the S-dimensional layer will have R weights 
associated with the connections from the previous layer. Thus, there are S weight vectors 
associated with this layer; each weight vector is a R-dimensional one which corresponds 
to each of the S units. The weight vector of the ith unit can be written as Wi = (wi1, wi2, …, 
wiR)T [36]. 

The net input to the ith unit can be written in terms of the inner product of the input 
vector and the weight vector. For vectors of equal dimensions, the inner product is de-
fined as the sum of the products of the corresponding components of the two vectors. If 
the neuron has a bias b which is summed with the weighted inputs to form the net input n, 
this sum, n, is the argument of the transfer function f. So, we have 

1

R

i j ij i
j

n p w b
=

= +∑   (3) 

and 

ai = f(WiP + bi) (4) 
 
where n is the number of connections to the ith unit [36]. As it is apparent in equations 
above, each unit generates output while passing input vector through a transfer function.  
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3. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

Unstructured data gathering will cause inclusion of dummy data in database, which 
identifying these dummy data is a very complicated and expensive task. This problem 
almost happens in data acquisition process and appears as invalid instances in informa-
tion system or redundant condition attributes. Invalid instances are generated when some 
measurement errors occur by the reason of some uncontrollable factors in measurement 
environment, environmental difficulties in measurement process, instrumental errors or 
human mistakes. Having no idea about affecting parameters in a phenomenon or im-
proper composition in the set of condition attributes may cause redundancy in the set of 
condition attributes. This situation will happen when we could not have a real good per-
ception about the target system. This problem arises when we deal with large scale or 
complicated systems where analyzing such systems is a vital and expensive task [37]. 

Our story began when we dealt with an information system containing the hydrau-
lic-geotechnical control parameters of rubble mound breakwaters. In this problem we 
want to approximate the value of two factors considering 13 variables appeared as condi-
tion attributes in the information system. To solve this problem we tried to model the 
system using a neural network as a function approximator. All we have from the system 
is only a database with 1,440 samples which some of those have been shown in Table 2. 
These samples represented as rows of an information system consist of 15 real values; 

Table 2. Some of hydraulic database information. 

Condition Attributes Decision Attributes 
No 

Hs Ts ρs ρw P N Cot(α) S dp dmin ФBRE Фb ρsb Dn50 SF 
1 3 8 2500 1025 0.4 5000 2 2 8 5 34 23 18 1.3744 1.234 
2 3 8 2500 1025 0.4 5000 2 2 8 5 34 23 20 1.3744 1.291 
3 3 8 2500 1025 0.4 5000 2 2 8 5 34 26 18 1.3744 1.331 
4 3 8 2500 1025 0.4 5000 2 2 8 5 34 26 20 1.3744 1.378 
5 3 8 2500 1025 0.4 5000 2 2 8 5 40 23 18 1.3744 1.331 
6 3 8 2500 1025 0.4 5000 2 2 8 5 40 23 20 1.3744 1.404 
7 3 8 2500 1025 0.4 5000 2 2 8 5 40 26 18 1.3744 1.462 
8 3 8 2500 1025 0.4 5000 2 2 8 5 40 26 20 1.3744 1.528 
9 3 8 2500 1025 0.4 5000 2 5 8 5 34 23 18 1.1442 1.232 

10 3 8 2500 1025 0.4 5000 2 5 8 5 34 23 20 1.1442 1.291 
11 3 8 2500 1025 0.4 5000 2 5 8 5 34 26 18 1.1442 1.337 
12 3 8 2500 1025 0.4 5000 2 5 8 5 34 26 20 1.1442 1.383 
13 3 8 2500 1025 0.4 5000 2 5 8 5 40 23 18 1.1442 1.335 
14 3 8 2500 1025 0.4 5000 2 5 8 5 40 23 20 1.1442 1.409 
15 3 8 2500 1025 0.4 5000 2 5 8 5 40 26 18 1.1442 1.463 
16 3 8 2500 1025 0.4 5000 2 5 8 5 40 26 20 1.1442 1.533 
17 3 8 2500 1025 0.4 5000 3 2 8 5 34 23 18 1.1222 1.444 
18 3 8 2500 1025 0.4 5000 3 2 8 5 34 23 20 1.1222 1.525 
19 3 8 2500 1025 0.4 5000 3 2 8 5 34 26 18 1.1222 1.592 
20 3 8 2500 1025 0.4 5000 3 2 8 5 34 26 20 1.1222 1.669 
21 3 8 2500 1025 0.4 5000 3 2 8 5 40 23 18 1.1222 1.54 
22 3 8 2500 1025 0.4 5000 3 2 8 5 40 23 20 1.1222 1.635 
23 3 8 2500 1025 0.4 5000 3 2 8 5 40 26 18 1.1222 1.698 
24 3 8 2500 1025 0.4 5000 3 2 8 5 40 26 20 1.1222 1.802 
25 3 8 2500 1025 0.4 5000 3 5 8 5 34 23 18 0.9343 1.447 
26 3 8 2500 1025 0.4 5000 3 5 8 5 34 23 20 0.9343 1.517 
27 3 8 2500 1025 0.4 5000 3 5 8 5 34 26 18 0.9343 1.579 
28 3 8 2500 1025 0.4 5000 3 5 8 5 34 26 20 0.9343 1.656 
29 3 8 2500 1025 0.4 5000 3 5 8 5 40 23 18 0.9343 1.572 
30 3 8 2500 1025 0.4 5000 3 5 8 5 40 23 20 0.9343 1.647 
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which 13 of them belongs to initial variables of breakwater, used as network inputs, and 
the other 2 ones are decision parameters in the process of breakwater’s design process 
affected by the initial variables, used as network targets. 

To model the behavior of this information system we picked up a feed-forward 
back-propagation network [38], as we know these networks are proper for function ap-
proximation tasks [39]. Table 3 represents the architecture of networks and their training 
parameters which also have been supported with results obtained by training these net-
works. As it is well known, using linear and sigmoid transfer functions any desired func-
tion could be approximated [40], so we used combinations of these two transfer functions 
for different layers of networks. We randomly picked 960 samples, about 66.6% of data-
base entries, and used them for training the networks. And the other left 480 samples, 
about 33.3% of database entries, are used to test our trained networks.  

As each input vector is applied to the network, the network outputs are compared 
with the target ones. Simply speaking, the error is calculated as the difference between 
the target output and the corresponding output came from network. We want to minimize 
the average sum of these errors. For this reason we used MSE (Mean Squared Errors) as 
the performance function to measure networks’ performance, according to the mean of 
squared errors, while training. Through the train process weights and biases of the net-
work are iteratively adjusted to minimize the network performance function. The MSE 
function operates as below: 

2 2

1 1

1 1 ( )
N N

i i i
i i

MSE e t a
N N= =

= = −∑ ∑                                       (5) 

where N is the number of instances whose error is desired to be calculated, t is the target 
for corresponding input and a is network response to that input. 

As it is obvious in Table 3, using the TRAINGDX (Gradient Descent with momen-
tum and adaptive learning rate back-propagation) as the network train function will result 
late convergence for network performance. This fact is apparent as the values for train 
epochs are larger in comparison with the cases when TRAINRP (Resilient Back-Pro-   
pagation) is used as train function. 

Examining all these architectures, which have been brought in Table 3, we did not 
reach to the goal of approximating the function of information system. After a few num-
ber of epochs all networks’ outputs stayed on a fixed number and the train process stops. 
This fact shows that there is a hidden relation among input parameters which do not al-
low the network to be trained. Fig. 2 shows a sample of this fact. 

The last column of Table 3 shows the performance reached by training networks. In 
this column we can see that the mean squared errors of network outputs did not goes be-
low 0.133559, which this performance dose not satisfy the accuracy needed by the sys-
tem. In all architectures stated in Table 3 the network returns a fixed number to arbitrary 
inputs, which means that these networks have not trained successfully. This fact is ap-
parent in sample graphs depicted in Fig. 2 while the outputs for all cases lies on a vertical 
line, whereas they should be fitted ideally on x = y line when we plot the outputs in the 
space of “Network Outputs − Desired Outputs”. In up coming sections, we show that 
how preprocessing operations can solve this problem and give accurate results as ap-
peared in Table 4.   
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(a) First output for Network2.                 (b) Second output for Network2. 
Fig. 2. Sample network results’ using all condition attributes as network inputs. 

In the process of training back-propagation networks some failures may occur that 
prevent network to be trained. These failures generally arise from two sources: network 
paralysis [41] and local minima [42]. In the first case, as the network trains, the weights 
may be adjusted to very large values. The total input of a hidden unit or output unit can 
therefore reach very high values (either positive or negative level), and because of the 
sigmoid activation function the unit will have an activation very close to zero or very 
close to one. So, the weight adjustments will be close to zero, and the training process 
can come to a virtual standstill. If a network stops learning trapped in a local minimum 
before reaching an acceptable solution, a change in the number of hidden nodes [29] or 
in the learning parameters will often fix the problem; or we can simply start over with a 
different set of initial weights [36]. Also probabilistic methods can help to avoid this trap, 
but they tend to be slow. 

4. SOLUTION ARCHITECTURE 

To solve the problem mentioned in the previous section our approach combines two 
intelligent methods to deal with information systems having some hidden relations in 
their condition attributes, which these relations will disturb the process of identifying and 
modeling the system behavior. As described in previous section, feed-forward back-pro-   
pagation neural networks with different configurations in their architectures could not be 
trained to deal with our information system. This shows that the system contains some 
hidden relation in its condition attributes or some invalid instances. So, the only way 
exists is to eliminate such relations and the possible invalid instances. To do so and to 
avoid such problems we used the rough set theory to keep away from redundancies and 
also to reduce the input parameters and provide the affecting ones for our desired appli-
cation. In the next step we try to train a feed-forward back-propagation neural network to 
approximate the system’s functionality, employing the new set of input parameters re-
sulted from the rough set based algorithm.  

The architecture of our approach is described in Fig. 3. In this architecture, input 
parameters will pass through a rough analysis system which will act as a data mining  
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Fig. 3. The solution architecture used in our approach. 

core for our system. Outputs of this system are appeared as a new database with some 
reductions in rows and columns. This means that redundancies in both attributes and en-
tities of information system are discovered and omitted from the database. This block-set 
also recognizes condition attributes strongly affecting each decision one. After this proc-
ess, new set of condition attributes will be passed through an artificial neural network 
and the corresponding decision attributes will be appeared on network outputs. 

5. DATA MINING ALGORITHM BASED ON ROUGH SETS THEORY 
TO DISCOVER INTERNAL RELATIONS 

Our knowledge system, including the empirical relation among condition attributes 
and decision ones, is partially presented in Table 2. These data have been extracted from 
experimental measurements using MSTAB and BREAKWATER software [8]. Basic 
problems blinking in this database are the vagueness of decision variables and also the 
uncertain relation between object-attribute values and their corresponding results in deci-
sion columns. It is obvious that the larger size of database, the more difficulties in deci-
sion processes [28].  

Many algorithms have been developed to reduce the conditions and have been used 
in many problems [8, 43]. In this paper we have presented a modified procedure, col-
lecting useful parts of previous approaches. In our approach, employing the rough sets 
theory we used the algorithm described below to reduce the size of foregoing information 
system and also discovering the hidden knowledge lies on its entries to ease the process 
of function approximation. Basic steps in data analysis will be described in the following 
as steps 1 to 4. In these steps for the case of simplicity we will describe our algorithm on 
a simplified information system, such came in Table 1, and then will apply it on our real 
information system, rubble mound breakwater control parameters, at the end of each step 
[27].  
 
Step 1: The first step of this algorithm is to eliminate unnecessary input variables from 
the table. This task can be accomplished eliminating each attribute and verifying if lower 
approximation of the resulting table is equal to lower approximation of the original one. 
In Table 1 we have CU = {x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6}. If we remove c1 then P1 = {c2, c3, c4} And 
P1U = {x3, x4}. Therefore because of CU ≠  P1U, we cannot wipe out c1. If we examine 
removing c2 and c3, we can show that P2U = CU and P3U = CU. Therefore, we can 
eliminate c2 and c3. But examine eliminating c4, we will have P4U ≠ CU, so c4 could not 
be deleted. Hence, using this step the Table 1 can be reduced to Table 5. 
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If we want to apply this step on our real information system, Table 2, we have to 
check the possibility of eliminating every condition attributes under the condition de-
scribed above. Doing so we find that for D = {Dn50}, 7 attributes (ρw, P, N, dp, dmin, ΦBRE, 
Φb) and for D = {SF}, 4 attributes (ρw, P, N, dp) could be omitted.  
 

Table 5. Reduced information system 
by step 1. 

Q 
C D U 

c1 c4 d 
x1 A − 5 Low 
x2 B − 5 High 
x3 A 7 High 
x4 A 7 High 
x5 B − 5 High 

Table 6. Reduced information system 
by step 2. 

Q 
C D U 

c1 c4 d 
x1 A − 5 Low 
x2 B − 5 High 
x3 A 7 High  

 

Step 2: The second step is to remove repeated objects in Table 5. Using this step the re-
sulting table is shown in Table 6. Applying this step on results achieved by the previous 
step for breakwater information system, we find out that we can remove 237 objects for 
D = {Dn50}, and 634 objects for }{SFD = . 
 
Step 3: The third step is to remove unnecessary values of attributes for each decision 
rule. This is known as finding the core values. This task can be accomplished eliminating 
each condition attribute value and verifying whether the table is consistent. A table is 
consistent if for every combination of condition attributes presented in Table 6, a unique 
value for the decision attribute could be achieved. In Table 6, If we eliminate the value of 
(x1, c1) = A, then the table become inconsistent. Therefore, we cannot eliminate this 
value. But we can eliminate the values of (x3, c1) = A and (x2, c4) = − 5. Applying this 
step, the resulting table has been shown in Table 7. As the third step, on the results 
gained applying previous step to our information system, we should eliminate values of 
such condition attributes that will not affect on table consistency. 

Step 4: The next step is to eliminate objects that are repeated in the resulting table which 
in this example, Table 7, there is no object that has been repeated. 

Table 7. Reduced information system by step 3. 
Q 

C D U 
c1 c4 d 

x1 A − 5 Low 
x2 B − High 
x3 − 7 High 
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Table 8. Some of reduced hydraulic database for 
D = {SF}. 

Table 9. Some of reduced hydraulic 
database for D = {Dn50}. 

    

 
Following the steps described above, two tables are resulted with totally 15 condi-

tion attributes and 3654 values for these attributes; (see Tables 8 and 9). While the origi-
nal information table, Table 2, has totally 26 condition attributes for two decision ones 
which these condition attributes have 38880 different values. Comparing the optimized 
information system with the original one, it is obvious that the information system has 
been condensed at a very high rate, which will diminish the complexities in system mod-
eling and function approximation tasks. 

6. APPROXIMATION THE FUNCTIONALITY PRESENTED 
BY INFORMATION SYSTEM 

After applying the rough set based algorithm as a preprocessing procedure on the 
information system, we will have a set of parameters free from any vagueness, redun-
dancy and also any internal relation. Using the new set of input parameters we follow the 
procedure described in previous sections, section 4, designing a neural network in order 
to model our system and approximate its functionality. Architectures and train parame-
ters for the examined neural networks are presented in Table 4. Also results on these in-
vestigations can be found in this table.  

It is obvious, from Table 4, that using the new set of attributes, at the first try, will 
lead us to successfully trained feed forward back-propagation neural network which 
could approximate decision values from the condition ones. To make a balance on network 
accuracy and architecture simplicity, we continued examining different configurations of  
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(a) First output for Netwok19.                (b) Second output for Network19. 

Fig. 4. Network results’ using reduced set of condition attributes. 

 
nodes and layers. As we know, the architecture simplicity is as important as the response 
accuracy, because it will help to improve the network and also will simplify the imple-
mentation. 

According to Table 4, we can easily get that our system should be a second order 
function. Because we have reached to very small errors, presented by Linear Correlation 
Coefficients (LCC) of outputs, using a network architecture with a couple of hidden lay-
ers, Network19. Fig. 4 shows the network outputs in comparison with desired ones for 
Network19. Consider that fitting all outputs on the line y = x, in Fig. 4, is the ideal situa-
tion.  

7. CONCLUSION 

System modeling and function approximation are from vital problems in engineer-
ing. Solving these problems needs a real good system identification, which is not possi-
ble in most cases. By the way, system modeling and function approximation are inevita-
ble tasks when we deal with engineering problems. Modern intelligent approaches, such 
as neural networks, provide some tools conquering such these problems. In some cases 
these intelligent methods could not give the proper solution to our problems, of course 
when we use them as solitude approaches.  

This paper has presented an approach to deal with such systems. We showed that 
due to unknown relations in the condition attributes of some information systems, em-
ploying a neural network could not be helpful for approximating functionalities presented 
by such information systems. In some cases it’s easy to extract features and relations 
hided on data in an information system, but in many cases it could be impossible when 
we have no idea about what we are looking for. As a solution to such cases an algorithm 
based on the notions of rough sets theory is introduced and employed to discover hidden 
relations in information tables. Exploiting this algorithm the size of database have been 
reduced, which saves lots of computational costs for engineers and computers. 
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